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ABSTRACT:

Matchbooks have become common items in modern society. The primary function of a matchbook is to serve as a source of fire, including and especially fires used in connection with smoking tobacco products. Matchbooks serve in functions other than the creation of fire, however. A matchbook is also a communications medium, a manual tool, and a memento object which humans collect.

Matchbooks and matchbook covers have appeared in criminal prosecutions and other aspects of the criminal justice system. The roles of matchbooks in the criminal justice system can be analyzed from the purview of the matchbook and its functions in society. Matchbooks in several selected cases are analyzed accordingly.

Changes in the matchbook's cultural functions are presently evolving. The main causes of such changes are changes in the legal and social attitudes towards tobacco usage, and technological innovations which have replaced the matchbook as a source of fire. Such changes have already impacted the criminal justice system, and more of the same can be expected in the future. Nevertheless, the matchbook will continue to be a common cultural artifact, and present itself as such in criminal cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

All of human civilization is dependent upon a photochemical reaction known as fire. Over the centuries since the dawn of mankind, various developments have simplified the processes necessary for creating fire. The cardboard matchbook as we know it today was invented by a Philadelphia patent attorney named Joshua Pusey, who was issued Patent Number 483,166 on 27 September 1892 by the United States Patent Office.¹ The matchbook thus serves as a means for modern homo sapiens to expeditiously create fire on short notice. According to the United States
Consumer Product Safety Commission, American consumers created approximately 645 billion individual "lights" in 1976, of which, approximately 65% or 419 billion were done with matchbooks. Nearly 98% of the 645 billion "lights" were for tobacco products.

Since the time of Pusey, matchbooks have become a pervasive artifact in our modern society. This article will overview the functions of matchbooks in our society, with a brief excursus into the human collection imperative. Then the various roles of matchbooks in criminal matters from the perspective of the matchbooks' functions will be surveyed. The article will conclude with a brief discussion of ongoing developments which can be expected to bring change to the matchbook as a cultural artifact in the world of crime.

II. THE FUNCTIONS OF MATCHBOOKS IN AMERICAN SOCIETY

A. General Functions

In addition to the obvious role as a source of fire, matchbooks function in such diverse capacities as communications media, implements for performing manual tasks, and chattel objects to be owned, carried, traded, bought and sold, or stolen.

The matches and the striking surface are the elements of a matchbook which actually cause the fire. These elements are carried, covered and protected by a thin piece of thin cardboard which, in and of itself, has no inherent pyrogenic properties. Like other pieces of paper, however, the cover of a matchbook lends itself well as a substrate upon which letters and words can be printed or written, together with artistic designs if desired. Indeed, matchbooks have long been used to advertise products and services other than themselves, and continue to serve as an efficient form of advertising which can be directed to specific audiences.

One cannot view the propaganda properties of matchbooks in a vacuum, for they obviously interface and intersect in a major and synergistic way with the use of tobacco. After all, it is no mere coincidence that most matchbooks contain twenty matches, which corresponds to the twenty cigarettes in a pack. It therefore is quite common for the advertising message printed on a matchbook to be read by the same user twenty times, reinforced with the sating of a physical craving for tobacco each time a match is used to light a cigarette.

And just as a paper matchbook cover can serve as a substrate for the printed word or image, it can similarly serve as a medium for writings handscribed with a pen or a pencil, or other available writing implement. Often, for want of any paper surface more formal or spacious, it is the most handy writing
surface available for committing a brief but significant item of data to writing.

Moreover, matchbooks can serve as manual implements to perform tasks not directly related to their pyrogenic or literary functions, whether as receptacles for storing or transporting small objects, forceps for manipulating small objects, obstructions to jam mechanisms, and any other use as a lamina of cardboard.

B. Excursus: Matchbooks and the Human Collecting Imperative

Collecting objects for the sake of collecting them is a practice invariably found in virtually every known human culture of now and yore. Specific psychological explanations and analyses of the human collection imperative are beyond the ambit of this article; suffice it to say that some individuals are pronouncedly predisposed to collect objects. The collecting hobbies of particular individuals have been implicated in much civil and criminal litigation, and judicial opinions have duly noted collections of objects as diverse as postage stamps, coins, firearms, knives, arrowheads, paintings, antiques, jewelry, clocks and pocket watches, glass novelties, gems and minerals, seashells, dolls, model railroad equipment, comic books, baseball cards, motion picture films, automobiles, pianos and evergreen trees. Individuals who keep several types of collections have likewise been mentioned in the judicial opinions.

There are aficionados who collect matchbooks and who have formed organizations in furtherance of their hobby. Libraries and historical societies sometimes retain matchbook covers from their local area businesses, and museums and archives keep them in their collections as historical artifacts.

Though many individuals deeply possessed by the human collecting imperative can proudly boast extensive organized collections of their chosen genre of objects, the propensity to collect can be manifested in a one-time, single instance accession of an object. Thus, many who are not organized matchbook hobbyists will perfunctorily pocket a souvenir matchbook which is displayed in a manner explicitly or impliedly offering it for the taking by the business establishment whose services or wares it advertises.

A matchbook, then, often exists as a chattel object in its own right, without regard to its other functions. As such, it can be accessioned, carried, bought, sold, lost, found, traded or stolen. Its small size and inherently inexpensive composition especially facilitate such a passive function.
III. MATCHBOOKS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE CONTEXT

As previously described, a matchbook serves as a source of fire, a communications medium, a tool and a chattel object. Matchbooks which appear as evidence in criminal cases can be analyzed from such functional perspectives.

A. Matchbooks as Sources of Fire

Where criminal activity involves fire, the source of the fire is inherently relevant to the processes of the criminal justice system.

The fact pattern in a prosecution involving over 200 fires in the Boston area from 1982 to 1984, though carried to an extreme, is essentially typical. The modus operandi of one Stackpole was to enmesh a lit cigarette among the tips of matches in a matchbook, so that after a time delay the burning cigarette would ignite the matches, which would, in turn, ignite a plastic bag filled with flammable liquid such as gasoline or lantern fuel. Stackpole called his incendiary device "La Bomba." Such cigarette-matchbook devices, of varying degrees of sophistication and effectiveness, have figured as evidence in other arson prosecutions.

The matchbook need not have a cigarette fuse, however. One can maliciously cause a conflagration by "flipping" an entire matchbook set afire, or even use one or more individual matches from a matchbook to start the fire.

Even in non-arson situations, a fire can be indicative of criminal activity and the source of the fire accordingly relevant. Burnt matches and matchbooks found along with crack cocaine, for example, can be evidence of the illegal use of that drug.

B. Matchbooks as a Communications Medium

1. Matchbooks used for propaganda:

Given the well known Constitutional protections afforded to speech and the press in America, the circumstances under which the content of a matchbook advertisement might be an element of a crime are inherently limited. Nevertheless, matchbook propaganda has been known to toe the limits of the law. In the context of the American social unrest of the late 1960's and early 1970's, matchbooks inscribed "EOW" were distributed at Bloomfield State College in West Virginia, the inscription being a supposed acronym for "End of Week", with the supposed implication that the campus would burn if the demands of certain student groups were not met by the end of the week.
But during those socially turbulent times, at least one law enforcement officer used matchbooks as propaganda media, with apparent success. The jargon of the angry American counterculture scornfully referred to police officers as "pigs." A Dallas police officer, apparently unfazed by such taunts, bolstered his personal public relations by distributing matchbooks inscribed "Leonard Edge: Pig and Proud!" along his beat.38

More recently, American law enforcement authorities have successfully used matchbooks as a medium to advertise rewards for wanted international terrorists.39

2. Matchbooks used as notepads:

In the world of criminal evidence, many matchbook covers have been employed as media for the written word.

A telephone number is one piece of information which can easily be written upon a matchbook cover, and has often been so inscribed. In one case involving drug trafficking, the law enforcement authorities obtained a matchbook marked "246 0700 Room 1110." The first seven digits corresponded to the telephone number of New York's Holland Hotel, which was visited by the police, and where the guest in Room 1110 turned out to be a Columbian drug dealer.40 Other illicit drug dealers have likewise been found through matchbooks bearing their telephone numbers.41

But telephone numbers which have been written upon matchbook covers are by no means limited to those of drug dealers. A matchbook found on one burglary suspect bore the telephone number of the house of the victims, who had left their house to attend their daughter's wedding.42 Another burglar, caught in the act, had in his pocket a matchbook with the telephone number of a waffle house written upon it. The police went to the waffle house where they found the intended getaway car and the driver accomplices.43 And the telephone number of a robber who wished to make amends by taking his victim out on a date was written on a matchbook by the victim.44

In a kidnapping case, the suspect had, in his shoe, a matchbook upon which his brother's telephone number was written. The brother yielded evidence which the police then used to extract a confession from the initial suspect. Constitutional considerations, however, caused the first suspect's confession to be suppressed.45

Telephone numbers are not the only criminal evidence which are written upon matchbook covers. Other data written upon matchbook covers has included illegal betting numbers,46 and even a hold-up note used in a bank robbery.47
Criminals are not the only ones who write evidence upon matchbook covers. Law-abiding citizens also carry matchbooks, which, in emergency situations when more formal writing papers are not immediately available, can and do serve as convenient media for inscribing succinct bits of information. One exigent circumstance in which matchbooks lend themselves well as writing papers is when a witness to or victim of a crime involving a motor vehicle memorializes the license tag number of the vehicle upon a matchbook. Matchbooks bearing such information have figured in several criminal prosecutions.48

C. Matchbook Covers as Manual Tools

Matchbooks can serve as manual implements to perform tasks not directly related to their pyrogenic or literary functions. The tasks so performed can be relevant to criminal activity.

Matchbooks are handy receptacles for storing, carrying or transferring illegal substances. Many a matchbook has been used to store or deliver heroin, cocaine50 or marijuana.51 In a similar fashion, a matchbook can be used to pass money in the context of an illegal bribe, as exemplified in one case where a lawyer bribed a hearing officer with a $100 bill folded up into a matchbook.52 Razor blades can also be concealed in matchbooks.53

In addition to being a handy receptacle for the transport and storage of illegal substances, a matchbook cover can serve as a tool with which to administer the illegal substance into the body, whether to nasally "snort" a substance such as heroin54 or to hold a burning marijuana cigarette.55

Flashlights, familiar tools whose purpose it is to provide light, are to be found in many a skilled tradesperson's toolboxes. A match from a matchbook can similarly serve as a source of illumination, albeit for a limited period of time and with the risks and disadvantages inherent to an open flame. Such illuminatory implements have been incidental to the commission of a crime, as in one case where a would-be rapist held a lit match, as a lamp unto his feet, in the darkened hallway outside the victim's apartment. The flame of the match soon wilted as the perpetrator gained entry to the victim's quarters (whereupon he also wilted before establishing the contact required for his initially-intended offense). The burnt-out match, found on the floor outside the victim's door, was from the matchbook which the police found on the perpetrator's person upon his capture.56

D. Matchbooks as Tangible Chattel Objects
Aside from its pyrogenic, literary or mechanical properties, a matchbook is a tangible and portable object, a chattel capable of being owned, lost, transported, bought or sold. One case which demonstrates this property in the criminal context involved a simple plain white matchbook with nothing written on it. At a convenience store in Tennessee, a robber purported to purchase a single plain white matchbook, and then proceeded to rob the store when the clerk opened the cash register to process the payment for the matchbook. The matchbook found on the suspect's person was part of the evidence against him. The fact that it was a matchbook was only incidental, the feigned purchase of any small object could have been used as the pretext to induce the store clerk to open the cash register.

Because matchbooks are objects which are manually handled, they can also serve as sources for fingerprints in forensic investigations.

And, consistent with the souvenir acquisition imperative which universally affects people from all populations and cultures, people tend to pocket matchbooks which are explicitly or impliedly offered as gratuitous advertising trinkets.

Matchbooks can also link the suspect to the crime when it can be shown that the matchbook somehow was handed from the victim to perpetuator. In one Arkansas case, a young couple hitchhiking along encountered a trio who claimed engine trouble, and the wife handed one of the three a matchbook in order to shed light upon the problem. The couple was kidnapped and the wife raped by the three. The matchbook was part of the evidence against the three perpetuators. In a California case, a well-described matchbook, "blue and white in color, having the name 'Newporter Inn' on the cover" which was given to the defendant by the rape victim was also part of the prosecutor's evidence.

And, as tangible and portable objects which are susceptible to individual ownership, matchbooks are also objects which can be stolen.

E. Matchbooks serving more than a single function

1. Matchbooks as More than a Fire Starter:

The non-pyrogenic properties of some matchbooks which started the fires of incendiary crimes have clued the police to many a perpetuator. Subsequent to his expulsion from the family abode, Michael Pierce had lodged across the street in the home of his friend Tim O'Rielly the week before the fatal house fire which took the lives of Pierce's mother, father and grandmother. The fire was started by a match from a matchbook of the type found in O'Rielly's house. Though that matchbook was the source of the fire, it
had also functioned as an object which Pierce took as a souvenir, and was thus linked to Pierce's known whereabouts in O'Rielly's home.

In a case with similar fact patterns (and involving a defendant with the same first name), a matchbook from a Tennessee motel where Michael Webb had stayed was used by Webb to start the house fire in Ohio which killed his own son. That matchbook likewise served as both a source of the lethal fire and a chattel object taken as a souvenir, and further, was also a propaganda device for the motel. A matchbook from the Hippopotamus Discoteque in New York City functioned similarly in a case where a drug dealer killed a prospective witness against him and burned her body.

As a variation on the theme of matchbook as fire source, souvenir and advertising propaganda, a matchbook which was used by Elric Carlson to ignite a fatal fire advertised the business of his own uncle, with whom he lived. And in an incident which was not nearly so destructive or lethal, the matchbook used by Vernon Bates Archibald in his attempt to burn the property of his erstwhile employer advertised a business owned by none other than Archibald himself.

2. Collected Objects which Advertise:

American author and humorist E. B. White wrote that a collection of objects is likely to reveal more about the collector than about the subject of the collection. White's observation has proven itself quite valid, even in instances where the "collection" at issue has consisted of but a single matchbook.

A law-abiding citizen thinks little of pocketing a souvenir matchbook from the business establishment where it is displayed and explicitly or impliedly offered for the taking. But when the person who takes such a matchbook subsequently embarks upon a criminal enterprise, the literary content of that same matchbook can link the malefactor to the establishment from whence the matchbook was taken. A matchbook serving the dual function of a propaganda medium and a tangible collectable object can accordingly serve as compelling evidence of the crime in question.

A detached and rational criminal would take pains to be devoid of all evidence linking him or her to the scene of the crime. In reality, however, the inability of many perpetuators to detach themselves from their personal collecting imperatives has significantly contributed to the prosecutor's evidence. Thus, a gunman who took a matchbook from the Fountain Valley Golf Course in St. Croix, Virgin Islands during his murder spree there provided an exhibit for the Government's evidence at trial. Similarly, the matchbook from Rhodes Automotive Service in Abilene, Texas was found on the person of the felon who had robbed that establishment.
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business establishments whose own matchbooks were possessed by the perpetuators of crimes at their premises include Richard's Best Texaco in North Carolina and the Trails Lounge Restaurant in Portage, Wisconsin.

A matchbook from an establishment known to have been the whereabouts of the suspect around the time of the crime, if found at or near the crime scene, can help to link the suspect to the crime. Wrongdoers who gather such matchbooks have often provided such evidence of their involvement.

A matchbook from the Best Western -- Hudson House Inn, which was across the street from the Hudson Country Club where a burglary and theft occurred, was part of the evidence to link the suspect to the crime. The former lover of a Los Angeles woman who, with her roommate, was violently attacked in her apartment, had earlier patronized the Mandarin Cove Restaurant along with the victims. A matchbook from that restaurant was found in the apartment and helped to link the attacker to the crime. In two cases arising out of an ambush assault incident in Tennessee, the respective defendants, apprehended in Henryetta, Oklahoma, were linked to the crime by Oklahoma authorities, who found a matchbook from a Nashville hotel. And a murderer who was careless enough to leave a matchbook from his own brother's wedding near the victim's body was also betrayed by his own collection imperative.

Matchbooks from distant localities have similarly implicated criminals from those distant locales. A resident of Westchester, New York who had passed bad checks 150 miles away in Binghamton was convicted upon evidence which included a matchbook from a Binghamton restaurant found in his car. A matchbook cover found at the site of a kidnap victim's captivity linked the suspects to Chicago. And a cocaine shipment found in a van apprehended along with its owner in Michigan was linked to its suspected source back East by a matchbook from a New Jersey motel.

In 1983, a shocking and sensational murder occurred in a restaurant in Philadelphia's Chinatown. Members of an Asian gang from New York, attempting to spread their "protection" racket influence to Philadelphia, had entered the Ho Sai Gai restaurant and demanded money from the manager, who was fatally shot when she refused. Among the evidence found on the scene was a matchbook which advertised a Brooklyn enterprise whose business was to help people to obtain New York driver's license learner's permits. At trial, the defense attorney's attempt to eliminate the connection between the matchbook and his client failed miserably when testimony was elicited that the defendant himself had begun the process of obtaining a New York State driver's license.
Convicted murderer Eugene Wallace Perry apparently had a particularly pronounced collection imperative for matchbooks. The prosecution evidence which ultimately led to Perry's execution on 8 August 1997 included matchbooks from the Terry Motel in Fort Smith, Arkansas and the Horseshoe Bend Marina in Rogers, Arkansas. Another criminal whose collecting imperative got the better of him was a drug dealer named Charles James, who was in possession of matchbooks from motels in Mansfield, Ohio and Miami, Florida, motels where drug deals were known by police to have been in the making.

And if more than one person is involved in a criminal enterprise, the collecting habits of one can snare them all. Delores Pollack, suspected of passing American Express traveler's checks stolen in Pennsylvania, was arrested in Florida with a matchbook from the Olympia Motel in her possession. Upon paying a visit to the Olympia Motel, the Dade County Police found Pollack's accomplice with more stolen traveler's checks. And a matchbook from the Rodeway Inn in Wilmington, North Carolina, found in the pocket of an arrested drug trafficker, led the law enforcement authorities to additional suspects who had taken a room at that place of lodging.

At the scene of a Colorado burglary-murder, a matchbook from a business in Henderson, Nevada was found, along with some burnt matches. The matches and matchbook were apparently used as illumination when the perpetuator broke the window to enter the premises. It was shown that the defendant had visited family in Henderson, thus connecting the matchbook to the defendant, and therefore, the defendant to the crime. The matchbook thus served as a source of fire, a collected chattel object, and an advertisement medium.

3. Collected Objects Bearing Personal Data:

As a variation to the collected object which advertises a commercial venture, product or service, a matchbook inscribed with the victim's own handwriting can also serve as evidence when found in the possession of the criminal defendant. Much less formal than a business card, it is usually produced on an impromptu basis on such occasions.

In a Tennessee murder case, the defendant initially denied knowing victim, but then produced matchbook which the victim had given to him and upon which she had written her telephone number. There obviously had been sexual activity between murderer and victim, but the evidence was ambiguous as to whether such sexual activity was consensual (which had bearing upon whether there would be an enhanced sentence).
And in yet another rape case involving a matchbook, the matchbook somehow given to the rapist in question also bore the victim's telephone number.

Conversely, the name and telephone number of Jeffrey Alan Gearns, a regular at the bar of Chi-Chi's Restaurant in Dearborn, Michigan, was written upon the Chi-Chi's matchbook found on the victim's body and served as evidence to convict Gearns.

The personal data on a collected object can serve to elucidate the memory of one who has been confused. It is obviously not unusual for the victim of a violent crime to be disoriented, and to make ambiguous or contradictory statements during the moments of confusion. One very agitated and disconcerted rape victim, who had trouble fixing the date of her attack, knew that it occurred on the same day as her sister's wedding and was thus able to compose her thoughts and refresh her memory with the aid of a memento matchbook from that wedding.

4. A Truly Multifunctional Matchbook:

One case which well exemplifies a matchbook in its multiple cultural functions was the U.S. Navy court martial of Yeoman Typist First Class George Stockdale. It should be borne in mind that the events in the Stockdale case occurred in 1953, when the taboos against the use of marijuana were significantly stronger than they are in 1999.

Stockdale disembarked from a Navy transport in Honolulu, and was immediately apprehended and searched. Charged with wrongful possession and wrongful use of marijuana, Stockdale was court martialed and convicted on the possession specifications, and sentenced to confinement at hard labor, reduction in grade and bad conduct discharge. Among the evidence from the search was a partially smoked marijuana cigarette "in a paper match cover bearing an advertisement of a place in Arizona near where the accused had recently spent a period of leave."

The matchbook in evidence served several functions. It was a propaganda object which bore the advertisement of a commercial establishment in Arizona which was proximate to the known whereabouts of the accused. It also was a tangible physical object which Stockdale saw fit to collect as a souvenir. Serving those two functions, the matchbook connected the contraband marijuana to Stockdale, and was evidence that he had acquired it while on leave. When the contraband marijuana cigarette was placed inside of it, the matchbook thereupon served as a receptacle for it, a tool for holding and transporting the forbidden substance.
Though not specifically addressed in the Navy Board of Review opinion, there is a significant likelihood that when the partially smoked marijuana cigarette was smoked, it was ignited by a match from the same matchbook. If such were the case, then the same matchbook which served as a propaganda object, collectable souvenir and receptacle for concealment and transport may also have been a source of the fire inherent in the illegal use of the marijuana.

As matters actually transpired, Stockdale was convicted only on the illegal possession specifications, and not on the illegal use specification. We must, therefore, presume his innocence to the extent of the latter count.

IV. CONCLUSION

Matchbooks perform diverse functions in our society, legal and otherwise. The social habits relating to matchbooks are reflected in the matchbooks which have appeared in court cases, whether as criminal evidence or otherwise. Certain changes are afoot, however.

For one thing, the social and legal attitudes towards the smoking of tobacco (and other herbage) are now shifting. Given the inextricable link between matchbooks and smoking, such changes cannot help but affect the matchbook as a cultural artifact. Indeed, it has already occurred, for the false advertising claims in the ongoing product liability litigation against the tobacco companies have specifically implicated the use of matchbooks bearing the well known "Joe Camel" cartoon character used to advertise Camel cigarettes.

Moreover, technological developments and marketing strategies have, of late, given the disposable butane lighter a heretofore unprecedented and continually growing popularity as a device for creating fire. While butane lighters are arguably superior to matchbooks as a fire source -- after all, their flames can be maintained for longer periods of time, and can be adjusted in intensity to relatively long plumes -- they are not necessarily superior to matchbooks with respect to other functions.

There is no doubt that individuals with the collection imperative will see fit to collect butane lighters, whether as a one-time serendipitous action or as an organized hobby collection. Cigarette lighters have already been relevant evidence in fire-related crime cases. We can certainly expect to see more such cases in the coming years as the butane lighter becomes more ubiquitous. And while the butane lighter has already been put to use as an advertising medium, it is unlikely to be less expensive to produce, transport or store than a matchbook, and
therefore, less likely to be distributed in the population with the frequency that matchbooks have heretofore been placed into the stream of commerce.

Moreover, the butane lighter is not paper, and does not well lend itself to handscribe written communications in quite the same manner as the matchbook.

So, as the disposable butane becomes a more common artifact in American culture, it can be expected to appear with increasing frequency in criminal matters. But because its functions are not totally identical to those of a matchbook, the butane lighter will not appear in all of the same criminal justice roles which the matchbook has played for more than a half-century past.

Notwithstanding the inroads being made by the butane lighter, the matchbook will likely continue to be a common cultural artifact for the foreseeable future, and its appearances in civil and criminal litigation will reflect its functions accordingly.
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94 Id. at 542.

95 Cf., e.g. Burns Ind. Code Ann. §§ 16-41-37-2(1) & -4(1) (1998) (Smoking is prohibited in the courtrooms of the State of Indiana) with Musselman v. Musselman, 44 Ind. 106, 118 (1873) (smoking in Indiana courtrooms by judges and attorneys was obviously a normal and well accepted practice in 1873).


According to a February 1999 posting at a collectables website, one Barbara Lemon of Annapolis, MD collects cigarette lighters, old and new, and has more than 300 specimens in her collection. Posting by Barbara Lemon <blemon@web.aacpl.lib.md.us> (posted 18 Feb. 1999) at Pen Pals Across The Miles – Country Collectibles Magazine <http://www.countrycollector.com/guestbook/february99.html> (last visited 17 Jan. 2000).


In People v. Hemphill, 124 A.D.2d 862, 508 N.Y.S.2d 297 (3d Dept. 1986), the evidence of arson
included both the cigarette lighter and the three books of matches found on the defendant's person.